Given a high dimensional point cloud of data with functions defined on the points, the Mapper produces a compact summary in the form of a simplicial complex connecting the points. This summary offers insightful data visualizations, which have been employed in applications to identify subsets of points, i.e., subpopulations, with interesting properties. These subpopulations typically appear as long paths, flares (i.e., branching paths), or loops in the Mapper.
Introduction
Data sets from many applications come in the form of point clouds often in high dimensions along with multiple functions defined on these points. Topological data analysis (TDA) has emerged in the past two decades as a new field whose goal is to summarize such complex data sets, and facilitate the understanding of their underlying topological and geometric structure. We focus on Mapper, a TDA method originally introduced by Singh et al. [18] .
Our contributions
We propose a framework for quantifying the interestingness of subpopulations in a given Mapper. For the input point cloud X, we assume the Mapper is constructed with h filter functions f i : X → Z i that represent independent variables, and a target function (i.e., a dependent variable) g : X → Z. The Mapper could be a high-dimensional simplicial complex depending on the choice of covers Z i for Z i .
First, we create a weighted directed graph G = (V, E) using the 1-skeleton of the Mapper. We use the average values of g at the vertices (i.e., clusters) to direct the edges from low to high values. We set the difference between the average values at the vertices (high−low) as the weight of the edge. Covariation of the h functions f i is captured by a h-bit binary signature assigned to the edge. We define an interesting path in G as a directed path 1 whose edges all have the same signature. Further, we define the interestingness score of such a path as a sum of its edge weights multiplied by a nonlinear function of their corresponding ranks, i.e., the depths of the edges along the path. The goal is to value more the contribution from an edge deep in the path than that from a similar edge which appears at the start.
Second, we study three optimization problems on this graph G to quantify interesting subpopulations. In the problem MAX-IP, the goal is to find the most interesting path in G, i.e., an interesting path with the maximum interestingness score. We show that MAX-IP is NP-complete. For the special case where G is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), which could be a typical setting in applications, we show that MAX-IP can be solved in polynomial time-in O(mnd in ) time and O(mn) space where m, n, and d in are the numbers of edges, vertices, and the maximum indegree of any vertex in G, respectively.
In the more general problem IP, the goal is to find a collection of interesting paths such that these paths form an exact cover of E and the overall sum of interestingness scores of all paths is maximum. The collection of paths identified by IP could include some short ones in terms of number of edges. Hence we study also a variant of IP termed k-IP, where the goal is to identify a collection of interesting paths each with k edges for a given number k, an edge in E is part of at most one such path, and the total interestingness score of all paths is maximum. While k-IP can be solved in polynomial time for k ≤ 2, we show k-IP is NP-complete for k ≥ 3. Further, we show that k-IP remains NP-complete for k ≥ 3 even for the case when G is a DAG. Finally, we develop heuristics for IP and k-IP on DAGs, which use the algorithm for MAX-IP on DAGs as a subroutine, and run in O(mnd in ) and O(mkd in ) time for IP and k-IP, respectively.
Related work
In most previous applications of Mapper [1, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19] , interesting subpopulations are characterized by features (paths, flares, loops) identified in a visual manner. As far as we are aware, our work proposes the first approach to rigorously quantify the interesting features, and to rank them in terms of their interestingness. The works of Carrière et al. [2, 3] present a rigorous theoretical framework for 1-dimensional Mapper, where the features are identified as points in an extended persistence diagram. But this line of work does not address the relative importance of the features in the context of the application generating the data. Our work can be considered as a post processing of the Mapper identified by the methods of Carrière et al. While our framework can naturally consider multiple filter functions for a given Mapper, we do not address the stability of the interesting paths identified.
The interesting paths problems we study are related to the class of nonlinear shortest path and minimum cost flow problems previously investigated. Non-additive shortest paths have been studied [20] , and the more general minimum concave cost network flow problem has been shown to be NP-complete [8, 21] . At the same time, versions of shortest path or minimum cost flow problems where the contribution of an edge depends nonlinearly on its position or depth in the path appear to have not received much attention. Hence the specific problems we study should be of independent interest as a new class of nonlinear longest path (equivalently, shortest path) problems.
Methods
We refer the reader to the original paper by Singh et al. [18] for background on Mapper, and recent other work [2, 3, 4] for related constructions. For our purposes, we start with a single Mapper M that is a possibly high dimensional simplicial complex constructed from a point cloud X using continuous filter functions f i : X → Z i ⊂ R for i = 1, . . . , h and another the continuous function g : X → R. In the setting of a typical application, g could represent a dependent variable whose relationship with the independent variables represesnted by f i is of interest. We assume g is used for clustering within the mapper framework.
Interesting paths and their interestingness scores
Each vertex in M represents a cluster of points from X that have similar values of function g, the dependent variable. An edge in M connects two such clusters containing a common subset of points, i.e., a subpopulation. By definition, each edge in M connects clusters belonging to distinct elements of the pullback cover of X, and hence the corresponding values of the filter functions f i also change when moving along the edge. Therefore, by following a trail of vertices whose average g values are monotonically varying, we can capture subpopulations that gradually or abruptly alter their behavior as measured by g under continuously changing filter intervals. In phenomics, for instance, we seek to identify the subset of varieties of the crop that show increasing growth rate (g) as the temperature (f 1 ) increases and humidity (f 2 ) decreases. Identifying such subpopulations is the basis for formulating hypotheses on the dependence of growth rate on the environmental factors, which the practitioners could test using rigorous experiments. We formulate the problem of identifying such subpopulations as that of finding interesting edge-disjoint paths in a directed graph.
We construct a weighted directed graph G = (V, E) which represents the 1-skeleton of M along with some additional information. We set V as the set of vertices (0-simplices) of M , and E as the set of 1-simplices of M . We assign directions and weights to the edges as follows. Each vertex u ∈ V denotes a subset of points from X that constitute a partial cluster. We denote this subset as X(u). We let g(u) and f i (u) denote the average values of the clustering function g (dependent variable) and the filter function f i , respectively, for all points in u:
For an edge e = (u, v) in E, we assign as its weight the absolute difference between the average cluster function values of the two vertices: ω(e) = |g(u) − g(v)| . Notice ω(e) ≥ 0 for all edges e in G. In addition, the direction of the edge e is set from the lower weight vertex to the higher weight vertex-if ω(u) ≤ ω(v) then e : u → v, and e : v → u otherwise. We let n = |V | and m = |E| denote the numbers of vertices and edges in G, respectively. We assign a h-bit binary signature Sig(e) = b 1 b 2 . . . b h to oriented edge e = (u, v) (i.e., e : u → v) to capture the covariation of g and the filter functions f i . We set
, and b i = 0 otherwise. Definition 2.1. An interesting k-path for a given k with 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 is a directed path P = [e i 1 , . . . , e i k ] of k edges in G, such that Sig(e r ) is identical for all r = i 1 , . . . , i k . An interesting path is a path of arbitrary length in the interval [1, n − 1]. Definition 2.2. Given an interesting k-path P = [e i 1 , . . . , e i k ] in G as specified in Definition 2.1, we define its interestingness score as follows.
In particular, the contribution of an edge e ∈ P to I(P ) is defined as ω(e) × log(1 + rank(e, P )), where rank(e, P ) is the rank or order of edge e as it appears in P .
Remark 2.3. Intuitively, we use the rank of an edge as an inflation factor for its weight-the later an edge appears in the path, the more its weight will count toward the interestingness of the path. This logic incentivizes the growth of long paths. The log function, on the other hand, helps temper this growth in terms of number of edges. One could use, for instance, the rank of the edge in place of the log function.
Remark 2.4. The above framework is modified easily to characterize robust interesting paths, where the signature matching condition is relaxed such that b i = 1 as long as 0.
Remark 2.5. While we assume g and f i are continuous functions from X to R, our framework could handle more general functions as well. If some f i is a vector-valued function, for instance, we could first compute pairwise distances of the points in X using f i , and then assign to each point in X its average distance to all other points as a "surrogate" function.
Remark 2.6. In our work on phenomics [10] , we used g by itself for clustering when constructing the Mapper. At the same time, the interesting paths framework can handle without any modification the cases where g is used along with other functions to cluster. In fact, g could be used also as a filter function along with f i as long as it is used for clustering.
We now study optimization problems whose goal is to identify interesting path(s) that maximize interestingness score(s).
MAX-IP:
Find an interesting path P in G such that I(P ) is maximized.
IP:
Find a collection P of interesting paths in G that form an exact cover of edges in E (i.e., each e ∈ E is part of exactly one P ∈ P), and the total interestingness score I(P) = P ∈P I(P ) is maximized.
k-IP:
For a given k between 1 and n − 1, find a collection P of interesting k-paths such that each e ∈ E is part of at most one P ∈ P, and the total interestingness score I(P) = P ∈P I(P ) is maximized.
Remark 2.7. Both IP and k-IP produce edge-disjoint collections of interesting paths. In the problem IP, every edge in G is part of an interesting path in P. But this setting might include several short (in number of edges) interesting paths. In k-IP, each interesting path found has exactly k edges, and some edges in E might not be part of any interesting k-path in P. Hence k-IPmight identify more meaningful (i.e., nontrivial) subpopulations overall.
Remark 2.8. The log(1 + rank) factor in the interestingness score in Equation (1) makes each of the above optimization problems nonlinear. At the same time, the type of nonlinearity introduced here is distinct from the ones studied in the literature, e.g., in non-additive shortest paths [20] , or in minimum concave cost flow [8, 21] . Hence these problems form a new class of nonlinear longest (equivalently, shortest) path problems, which would be of interest independent of their application in the context of the Mapper and TDA.
The MAX-IP Problem
The goal of MAX-IP is to identify an interesting path with the maximum interestingness score. We show MAX-IP is NP-complete, but is in P on directed acyclic graphs.
MAX-IP on directed graphs
In the decision version of MAX-IP termed MAX-IPD, we are given a directed graph G = (V, E) with edge weights ω(e) ≥ 0 and signatures Sig(e) for e ∈ E and a target score s 0 ≥ 0. The goal is to determine if there exists an interesting path P in G whose interestingness score I(P ) = s 0 .
Proof. Given an interesting path P in G, we can verify that the signatures of all its edges are identical and compute its interestingness score I(P ) using Equation (1) to compare with s 0 in polynomial time. Hence MAX-IPD is in NP.
We reduce the problem of checking if a directed graph has a directed Hamiltonian cycle (DIRHC) to MAX-IPD. DIRHC is one of the 21 NP-complete problems originally introduced by Karp [11] . Given an instance G = (V, E) of DIRHC with |V | = n, we construct an instance of MAX-IPD on a directed graph G = (V , E ) as follows. We replace an arbitrary vertex v ∈ V by two vertices v and v , i.e., V = (V \ {v}) ∪ {v , v } and |V | = n + 1. Each (v, w) ∈ E is replaced by (v , w) in E and each (u, v) ∈ E is replaced by (u, v ) in E . All other edges in E are included in E without changes. All edges in E are assigned unit weights and identical signatures, and we set s 0 = log((n + 1)!).
We claim that G has a directed Hamiltonian cycle C if and only if there exists an interesting path P in G with interestingness score I(P ) = s 0 . Let G have a directed Hamiltonian cycle C. Then C must have n edges by definition, and C visits (i.e., enters and leaves) each vertex in V exactly once. Hence there must exist edges (v, w) and (u, v) in C. We construct the interesting path P in G using (v , w), (u, v ), and the remaining (n − 2) edges in C. Thus P is a directed path in G with n edges. Further, since all edges in E have unit weights and identical signatures, it is clear from Equation (1) that P is indeed an interesting path in G with I(P ) = s 0 .
Conversely, let P be an interesting path in G with I(P ) = s 0 . Since P is an interesting path, it visits (i.e., enters and/or leaves) any vertex in V at most once. Since all edges in E have unit weights and identical signatures, and by the definition of interestingness score in Equation (1), it is clear that P must have n edges. Hence P must start with an edge (v , w) and end with an edge (u, v ). Then the directed cycle C in G defined by the edges (v, w), (u, v), and the remaining (n − 2) edges in P is Hamiltonian. Hence MAX-IPD on directed graphs is NP-complete.
MAX-IP on directed acyclic graphs
Lemma 3.2. MAX-IP on a directed acyclic graph G = (V, E) is in P.
Proof. We present a polynomial time algorithm for MAX-IP on a DAG (as proof of Lemma 3.2). The input is a DAG G = (V, E) with n vertices and m edges, with edge weights ω(e) ≥ 0 and signatures Sig(e) for all e ∈ E. The output is an interesting path P * which has the maximum interestingness score in G. We use dynamic programming, with the forward phase computing I(P * ) and the backtracking procedure reconstructing a corresponding P * .
Let T (i, j) denote the score of a maximum interesting path of length j edges ending at edge e i for i ∈ [1, m]. Since an interesting path could be of length at most (n − 1), we have j ∈ [1, n − 1]. Therefore the values in the recurrence can be maintained in a 2-dimensional table of size m × (n − 1) (see Figure 1 for an illustration). The algorithm has three steps:
• Initialization: We initialize the first column of the table T as follows.
• Recurrence: For an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E, we define a predecessor edge of e as any edge e ∈ E of the form e = (w, u) and Sig(e ) = Sig(e). Let Pred(e) denote the set of all predecessor edges of e ∈ E. We define the recurrence for T (i, j) as follows.
Path length • Output: Let (i max , j max ) = arg max i,j {T (i, j)}. Then the maximum interestingness score for MAX-IP is T * = T (i max , j max ). We obtain an optimal path P * with I(P * ) = T * by backtracking from T (i max , j max ).
Proof of correctness: Any interesting path in G can be at most n−1 edges long. As a particular edge could appear anywhere along such a path, its rank ranges from 1 to n−1. Hence the m×(n−1) recurrence table T (see Figure 1 ) is sufficient to capture all possibilities for each edge in E. We make the following observation about the structure of maximum interesting paths identified by the dynamic programming algorithm, which guarantees its correctness.
Lemma 3.3. Let P * = [e i 1 , . . . , e i k ] be a maximum interesting path of length k ending at edge e i k . Then P * r = [e i 1 , . . . , e ir ] is a maximum interesting path of length r ending at edge e ir for each 1 ≤ r ≤ k − 1.
Proof. The edge e ir can appear as the rank r edge in an interesting path only if there exists another interesting path of length r − 1 ending at one of its predecessor edges. The graph G is a DAG, and we select a maximum scoring path among such predecessor paths for extension in the recurrence in Equation (2) . Since all edge weights ω(e) are nonnegative, the interestingness score of any such path computed by Equation (1) is a nondecreasing function. Hence the optimality of I(P * r ) as an interesting path ending at e ir is guaranteed for each 1 ≤ r ≤ k − 1.
Complexity analysis: The above dynamic programming algorithm can be implemented to run in O(mn) space and a worst-case time complexity of O(mnd in ), where d in denotes the maximum indegree of any vertex in V . We can initialize the table T containing m rows and n − 1 columns, and compute the values in the table one column at a time, starting from the first column to the last column. Since the maximum number of predecessors of an edge is bounded by d in , the cost of computing each cell in the table T is O(d in ). Therefore, the overall runtime complexity is O(mnd in ). Since d in < n in any directed graph, we get a worst-case time complexity of O(mn 2 ), showing that MAX-IP on a DAG is in P. At the same time, d in could be much smaller than n in specific cases. In the case where d in is a constant, the algorithm runs in O(mn) time.
Algorithmic improvements
The dynamic programming algorithm for MAX-IP for DAGs can be implemented to run in space and time smaller in practice than the worst case limits suggested above. First, we note that computing the full table T is likely to be wasteful, as it is likely to be sparse in practice. The sparsity of T follows from the observation that an interesting path of length j ending at edge e i can exist only if there exists at least one other interesting path of length j − 1 ending at one of e i 's predecessor edges. We can exploit this property by designing an iterative implementation as follows.
Instead of storing the entire table T , we store only the rows (edges), and introduce columns on a "need basis" by maintaining a dynamic list L(e i ) of column indices for each edge e i . S1) Initially, we assign L(e i ) = {1}, as each edge is guaranteed to be in an interesting path of length at least 1 (the path consisting of the edge by itself). S2) In general, the algorithm performs multiple iterations within each of which we visit and update the dynamic lists for all edges in E as follows. For every edge
The algorithm iterates until there is no further change in the list values for any of the edges.
The number of iterations in the above implementation can be bounded by the length of the longest path in the DAG, which is less than n. Also, we implement the list update from predecessors to successors such that each edge is visited only a constant number of times (despite the varying in-degree to out-degree products at different vertices). To this end, we implement the update in S2 as a two step process: first, performing a union of all lists from the predecessor edges of the form ( * , v) so that the merged lists can be used to update the lists of all the successor edges of the form (v, * ). Thus the work in each iteration is bounded by O(m). Taken together, even in the worst-case where there are Θ(n) iterations, the overall time to construct these dynamic lists is O(mn). Furthermore, during the list construction process, if one were to carefully store the predecessor locations using pointers, then the computation of the T (i, j) recurrence in each cell can be executed in time proportional to the number of non-empty predecessor values in the table. Overall, this revised algorithm can be implemented to run in time O(mδ max d in ) where δ max is the diameter (length of the longest path) of the DAG, and in space proportional to the number of non-zero values in the matrix.
Further, the above iterative implementation is also inherently parallel since the list value at an edge in the current iteration depends only on the list values of its predecessors from the previous iteration. Therefore, we can implement the algorithm in a parallel fashion, further enhancing its efficiency in practice.
The k-IP Problem
The goal of k-IP for k ≤ n − 1 is to find a set P of edge-disjoint interesting k-paths such that the sum of their interestingness scores is maximized. We show that k-IP on directed graphs can be solved in polynomial time for k ≤ 2. On the other hand, we show that k-IP is NP-Complete for k ≥ 3. Further, we show that k-IP remains NP-complete for k ≥ 3 even over a DAG.
k-IP on directed graphs
The smallest value of k for which k-IP is nontrivial is 2. We can solve 2-IP as a weighted matching problem.
Proof. The case of k = 1 turns out to be trivial. An optimal solution for 1-IP is obtained by taking P as a collection of m interesting 1-paths each comprised of a single edge. These 1-paths are edge-disjoint by definition, and the need to compare signatures within a path does not arise. Since all edge weights ω ≥ 0, the total interestingness score I(P) is guaranteed to be maximum. This optimal solution is unique when ω(e) > 0 for all edges e ∈ E.
We model the 2-IP problem (k = 2) as an equivalent weighted matching problem on an undirected graph G = (V , E ), which we construct as follows. We include a vertex i ∈ V for each edge e i ∈ E in the input graph. Hence |V | = m. Whenever edges {e i , e j } ∈ E form an interesting 2-path P ij in G, we add the undirected edge (i, j) ∈ E with its weight ω ij = I(P ij ) computed using Equation (1) . If both interesting paths P ij = [e i , e j ] and P ji = [e j , e i ] are possibly formed by a pair of edges {e i , e j } ∈ E, we set ω ij = max{I(P ij ), I(P ji )}. Notice that ω ij ≥ 0 for all edges (i, j) ∈ E , and |E | ≤ m(m − 1)/2. A matching M ⊆ E in G corresponds to a set P of edge-disjoint interesting 2-paths in G-a vertex i ∈ V will be matched with at most one other vertex j ∈ V , and such a match of vertices in V corresponds to the interesting path P ij ∈ P (or P ji ∈ P, but not both). It follows that a maximum matching in G corresponds to an optimal solution to 2-IP on the input graph G.
The maximum weighted matching problem on an undirected graph with n vertices and m edges can be solved in strongly polynomial time-e.g., Gabow's implementation [7] of Edmonds' algorithm [6] runs in O(nm + n 2 log n) time. As such, we can solve 2-IP by solving the weighted matching problem on the associated graph G in O(m 3 ) time. Hence k-IP is in P for k ≤ 2.
We now consider k-IP for k ≥ 3. To characterize its complexity, we study the decision version of k-IP termed k-IPD, in which we are given a directed graph G = (V, E) with edge weights ω(e) ≥ 0 and signatures Sig(e) for e ∈ E and a target score s 0 ≥ 0. The goal is to determine if there exists a collection P of edge-disjoint interesting k-paths in G whose total interestingness score I(P) = s 0 .
Proof. Given a collection P of interesting k-paths in a directed graph G = (V, E), we can verify they are edge-disjoint, each path has k edges, and signatures are identical for all edges in each path, all in polynomial time. We can compute the interestingness score of each k-path P ∈ P using Equation (1) also in polynomial time, and add the I(P ) values to compare with s 0 to check for equality. Hence k-IPD is in NP.
We now reduce the exact 3-cover problem (X3C) to 3-IPD. We then show a similar reduction for k ≥ 4 as well, proving k-IPD is NP-complete for k ≥ 3. The latter case for general k subsumes the case for k = 3. We still present the details for k = 3 separately, as this case reveals the structure of the general reduction in an arguably simpler setting. X3C is a version of one of the 21 NP-complete problems originally introduced by Karp [11] , and is defined as follows. Given a set X with |X| = 3q elements and a collection C of 3-element subsets of X with |C | = p, determine if there exists a subset C ⊆ C such that each element of X belongs to exactly one member of C . Notice that such an exact cover C must necessarily have exactly q members. Also, we assume p ≥ q ≥ 3 (else the instance will be trivial).
Given an instance of X3C, we create a directed graph G for an instance of 3-IPD as follows. Each element x ∈ X corresponds to a unique directed edge in G. Corresponding to each 3-element set {x, y, z} ∈ C , we add to G a directed graph object as shown in Figure 2 . The edges corresponding to all x ∈ X are assigned the large weight ω = p making them the "heavy" edges, while the rest of the edges are all assigned unit weights. Further, we assume Sig(e) is identical for all edges e ∈ E. The three "V"-shaped 3-paths in the top of Figure 2 are referred to as the x-, y-, and z-paths. Notice that by this construction, G can have at most |V | ≤ 22p vertices and |E| ≤ 24p edges.
Let W in = 3(p log 2 + log 3 + log 4) + 4(log 2 + log 3 + log 4) = 7 log 24 + 3(p − 1) log 2, and W out = 7 log 24. From a graph object as shown above, we observe that 7 edge-disjoint interesting 3-paths can be chosen by 3-IPD each with interestingness score W in if and only if the x-, y-, and z-paths are chosen along with 4 other 3-paths as shown in Figure 3a . Further, each edge corresponding to an element in X may belong to only one 3-path. Thus, at most q such graph objects may contribute the score of W in to the total interestingness score. The remaining p − q graph objects may contribute a score of at most W out corresponding to the selection of the 7 edge-disjoint interesting 3-paths shown in Figure 3b , which avoid the edges corresponding to any x ∈ X. If q such graph objects do contribute W in each to the total interestingness score, it is clear that the corresponding q triplet elements in C form an exact 3-cover of X. Further, 3-IPD on G will identify exactly 7q + 7(p − q) = 7p edge-disjoint interesting 3-paths with a total interestingness score of exactly qW in + (p − q)W out = pW out + 3(p − 1)q log 2.
(a) 3-paths for an element in C . Conversely, if X3C has an exact 3-cover C , we choose the 7 edge-disjoint interesting 3-paths (recall we assume identical signatures for all edges in G) each with interestingness score W in as described above in the graph object in G corresponding to each of the q 3-element sets in C . For the (p − q) 3-element sets in C \ C , we choose the 7 interesting 3-paths each with interestingness score W out in the corresponding graph objects in G. This collection of p edge-disjoint interesting 3-paths in G will have a total interestingness score of exactly pW out + 3(p − 1)q log 2.
Thus X has an exact 3-cover if and only if 3-IPD on G has a target total interestingness score of s 0 = pW out + 3(p − 1)q log 2, proving 3-IPD is NP-complete.
We now extend this result to k-IPD for k ≥ 4. To this end, we reduce the exact k-cover problem (XkC) to k-IPD for general k ≥ 4. The XkC problem is a generalization of X3C, and is defined as follows. Given a set X with |X| = kq elements and a collection C of k-element subsets of X with |C | = p, determine if there exists a subset C ⊆ C such that each element of X belongs to exactly one member of C . Notice that such an exact cover C must necessarily have exactly q members. Also, we assume p ≥ q ≥ k (else the instance will be trivial).
Given an instance of XkC, we create a directed graph G for an instance of k-IPD as follows. Each element x ∈ X corresponds to a unique directed edge in G. For each k-element set {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k } ∈ C , we add to G a corresponding directed graph object as shown in Figure 4 . The edges corresponding to all x ∈ X are assigned the large weight ω = p (giving "heavy" edges), while the rest of the edges are all assigned unit weights. Further, we assume Sig(e) is identical for all edges e ∈ E. The k "V"-shaped kpaths in the top of Figure 4 are referred to as the x 1 -, x 2 -,. . . x k -paths. Notice that by this construction, G can have at most |V | ≤ (k(2k + 1) + 1)p vertices and |E| ≤ (2k(k + 1))p edges. Figure 4 : Graph object corresponding to set {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x k } ∈ C in XkC. Thin edges all have ω = 1.
Let W in = k(p log 2 + log 3 + log 4 + · · · + log(k + 1)) + (k + 1)(log 2 + log 3 + · · · + log(k + 1)) = (2k + 1) log((k + 1)!) + k(p − 1) log 2, and W out = (2k + 1) log((k + 1)!). From a graph object as shown above, we observe that 2k + 1 edge-disjoint interesting k-paths can be chosen by k-IPD each with interestingness score W in if and only if the x 1 -, x 2 -, . . . x k -paths are chosen along with k + 1 other k-paths as shown in Figure 5a . Further, each edge corresponding to an element in X may belong to only one kpath. Thus, at most q such graph objects may contribute the score of W in each to the total interestingness score. The remaining p − q graph objects may contribute a score of at most W out each corresponding to the selection of the 2k + 1 edge-disjoint interesting k-paths shown in Figure 5b , which avoid the edges corresponding to any x ∈ X. If q such graph objects do contribute W in each to the total interestingness score, it is clear that the corresponding q k-tuple elements in C form an exact k-cover of X. Further, k-IPD on G will identify exactly (2k + 1)q + (2k + 1)(p − q) = (2k + 1)p edge-disjoint interesting k-paths with a total interestingness score of exactly qW in + (p − q)W out = pW out + k(p − 1)q log 2. Conversely, if XkC has an exact k-cover C , we choose the 2k + 1 edge-disjoint interesting k-paths (again, we assume identical signatures for all edges in G) each with interestingness score W in as described above in the graph object in G corresponding to each of the q k-element sets in C . For the (p−q) k-element sets in C \ C , we choose the 2k + 1 edge-disjoint interesting k-paths each with interestingness score W out in the corresponding graph objects in G. This collection of p edge-disjoint interesting k-paths in G will have a total interestingness score of exactly pW out + k(p − 1)q log 2.
Thus X has an exact k-cover if and only if k-IPD on G has a target total interestingness score of s 0 = pW out + k(p − 1)q log 2, proving k-IPD is NP-complete for k ≥ 3.
The k-IP problem on directed acyclic graphs
We saw (in Section 3.2) that MAX-IP is polynomial time solvable over DAGs even though the problem is NP-complete in general. However, we do not get an analogous result for k-IP. We will use a modification of the construction used in Theorem 4.2 to show that k-IPD is NP-complete over DAGs as well.
Proof. We follow the same arguments used in the Proof of Theorem 4.2, and first reduce X3C to 3-IPD on a DAG. Here we construct an acyclic graph object corresponding to the 3-element set {x, y, z} ∈ C by removing the cyclic pairs of edges along with the 2-paths at their bottom connecting the three "V"-shaped interesting 3-paths in the top layer and the interesting 3-path in the base layer of Figure 2 . The choices of 3-paths in these objects corresponding to sets in C and in C \ C are shown in Figures 6a and 6b , respectively. The result that 3-IPD on a DAG is NP-complete follows with W in = 4 log 24 + 3(p − 1) log 2, W out = 3 log 24, and s 0 = 3(p − 1)q log 2 + (3p + q) log 24.
(a) 3-paths for an element in C .
Figure 6: Interesting 3-paths in graph objects for elements in C and C \ C for 3-IPD on a DAG.
We extend the result to 4 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 by reducing XkC to k-IPD on a DAG. The directed acyclic graph object corresponding to each k-element set is constructed now by removing the cyclic pair of edges along with the (k − 1)-paths at their bottom connecting the k "V"-shaped interesting k-paths at the top and the interesting k-path in the base layer of Figure 4 . The result that k-IPD on a DAG is NP-complete for k ≥ 3 follows with W in = (k + 1) log((k + 1)!) + k(p − 1) log 2, W out = k log((k + 1)!), and s 0 = k(p − 1)q log 2 + (kp + q) log((k + 1)!).
The Interesting Paths (IP) Problem
The goal of IP is to find a set P of edge-disjoint interesting paths of possibly varying lengths (1 to n − 1) which cover all the edges, such that the sum of their interestingness scores is maximized. Based on the hardness results for k-IP (Section 4), we conjecture that the IP is also intractable. We develop an efficient heuristic for IP on DAGs by employing the exact algorithm for MAX-IP on DAGs (in Section 3.2) as a subroutine. We also estimate lower and upper bounds on the maximum total interestingness score of IP (Section 5.2).
An efficient heuristic for IP on DAGs
We present a polynomial time heuristic to find a set of edge-disjoint interesting paths P in a DAG with high total interestingness score. We do not provide any (approximation) guarantee on the optimality or quality of the collection of interesting paths P.
Our method, termed Algorithm 1, uses a greedy strategy by iteratively calling the exact algorithm for MAX-IP (Section 3.2). The idea is to iteratively detect a maximum interesting path, add it to the working set of solutions, remove all the edges in that path, and re-solve MAX-IP on the remaining graph, until there are no more edges left.
Algorithm 1: Greedy Heuristic for IP on DAGs
Input: DAG G = (V, E) with ω(e), Sig(e) ∀e ∈ E Output: A set of edge-disjoint interesting paths P in G P = ∅ repeat P ← Compute MAX-IP on G = (V, E) and return a most interesting path P ← P ∪ P E ← E \ P until E = ∅; return P Complexity Analysis: The runtime to compute MAX-IP on G = (V, E) in the first step is O(mnd in ), as described in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Therefore, if we denote p to be the number of iterations (hence the number of interesting paths found), then the overall runtime complexity is O(pmnd in ). However, we expect the performance of the algorithm in practice to be much faster. Note that at least one edge is, and at most m edges are, eliminated in each iteration, thereby implying 1 ≤ p ≤ m here.
Consider the worst case of elimination where one edge is eliminated in each iteration, i.e., p = m). The graph must be very sparse in this case, i.e., m = Θ(n), causing our algorithm for MAX-IP to perform only O(m) work per iteration. Therefore the overall runtime is O(m 2 ), or equivalently, O(n 2 ).
On the other hand, consider the case where around m/c edges are eliminated in every iteration for some constant c. This setting implies p = O(log c (m)), while the work performed from one iteration to the next will continue to reduce by a factor of c. Hence the overall runtime can still be bounded by O(mnd in ), the cost of MAX-IP. Further, from an application standpoint, such a greedy iterative approach can be terminated whenever an adequate number of "top" interesting paths are identified.
An efficient heuristic for k-IP on DAGs
The above heuristic for IP can be easily modified to devise a heuristic for k-IP on DAGs. Algorithm 2 summarizes the main steps. The main idea is to modify the exact algorithm for MAX-IP on a DAG such that it initializes a recurrence table of size m × k, and then use that table to iteratively compute MAX-IP paths. The only constraint here is that each such MAX-IP path should originate from the k-th column during backtracking, so that paths output are guaranteed to be of length k. The runtime is bounded by O(mkd in ).
Algorithm 2: Greedy Heuristic for k-IP on DAGs
Input: DAG G = (V, E) with ω(e), Sig(e) ∀e ∈ E Output: A set of edge-disjoint interesting k-paths P in G Initialize an m × k table T P = ∅ repeat P ← Compute MAX-IP on G = (V, E) using T , and return a most interesting path ending in column k P ← P ∪ P E ← E \ P until E = ∅; return P
Bounds for IP
Let P * represent an optimal set of paths for an instance of IP. We derive upper and lower bounds on its total interestingness score I(P * ). Let P max (i) denote a maximum interesting path (of arbitrary length) ending at an arbitrary edge e i ∈ E.
Lemma 5.1. I(P * ) ≤ e i ∈E I(P max (i)).
Proof. Consider an arbitrary path P ∈ P * . We first note that individual paths that are members of an optimal solution (P * ) for the IP problem can end at any arbitrary non-source vertex in G = (V, E) (see Figure 7 for an illustration). Figure 7 : A directed acyclic graph with five paths labeled P 1 , . . . , P 5 .
Without loss of generality, let us assume that the input graph contains only vertices with degree at least one (as vertices with degree zero cannot contribute to any interesting path). We consider two sub-cases:
Case A: No two maximum scoring paths ending at two different edges e i and e j intersect, i.e., P max (i) ∩ P max (j) = φ, ∀i, j ∈ [1, m] and i = j. This case can occur only if the number of edges (m) is equal to the number of source vertices. This setting implies that P * is comprised of m paths, where each path P ∈ P * is a unique edge e i ∈ E. Therefore, I(P * ) = e i ∈E I(P max (i)) in this case.
Case B: There exists at least two maximum interesting paths ending at two different edges e i and e j that intersect, i.e., P max (i) ∩ P max (j) = φ. This case implies that at least one of these two paths is not a member of P * (by definition of the IP problem); let this non-member path be P max (j) without loss of generality. Since all edges are covered by P * by definition of IP, there still has to exist an alternative path ending in e j that is either directly contained in P * or contained as a subpath of a longer path in P * ; let us refer to this alternative path as P (j). Since P max (j) is an optimal interesting path ending at edge e j , I(P (j)) ≤ I(P max (j)). In other words, the contribution of P (j) to I(P * ) cannot exceed the contribution of P max (j) to I(P * ). Therefore, I(P * ) ≤ e i ∈E I(P max (i)) in this case as well.
We now present a lower bound for I(P * ).
Lemma 5.2. I(P * ) ≥ e i ∈E (ω(e i ) × log 2).
Proof. Since P * covers all edges in E, a trivial (albeit not necessarily optimal) solution P for IP can be constructed by including every edge as a distinct interesting path in the graph, i.e., P = {e i |1 ≤ i ≤ m}. Therefore, I(P * ) ≥ I(P ) = e i ∈E (ω(e i ) × log 2) follows from Equation (1).
Discussion
We have proposed a general framework for quantifying the significance of features in the Mapper in terms of their interestingness scores. The associated optimization problems MAX-IP, k-IP, and IP constitute a new class of nonlinear longest path problems on directed graphs. We have not characterized the complexity of problem IP. Judging from the fact that k-IP is NP-complete (even on DAGs), we suspect IP is NP-complete as well.
Our framework for quantifying interesting paths could be modified to quantify branches in flares as well as holes. When the graph G is a DAG, two interesting k-paths that start and end at the same pair of vertices could be characterized as a 2k-hole, i.e., a cycle with 2k edges. One could alternatively use persistent homology tools to characterize holes-by identifying "long" generators around them. A 2-way branching in flares could be identified by two interesting k-paths where one path starts off from a vertex at or near the start of the other path. Alternatively, we could generalize the definition of interestingness score for a path in Equation (1) to that of a 2-way branch. Subsequently, we could seek to solve the related optimization problems of identifying the most interesting 2-way flare, or to identify a collection of 2-way flares whose total interestingness score is maximized.
While we distinguished the clustering function g from the filter functions f i for i = 1, . . . , h, this distinction is not critically used in our framework. As indicated in Remark 2.6, one could use g simultanously as a filter function along with the f i 's, and the overall analysis should still carry through. More generally, details of how to implement clustering within the Mapper framework has not received much research attention. In initial work on phenomics [10] , we obtained better results when using g alone to cluster within Mapper (rather than clustering using several, or even all, of the variables). It would be interesting to characterize the stability of Mapper to varying settings of clustering employed in its construction. For instance, could we identify a "small" subset of variables for use in clustering within Mapper that is optimal in a suitable sense?
While we have proposed an efficient heuristic for IP on DAGs, we are not able to certify the quality of solution obtained by this method. On the other hand, could we devise approximation algorithms for IP or k-IP? One might have to work under some simplifying assumptions on the distribution of weights ω(e) or on the structure of the graph G. The simplest case to consider appears to that of IP on a DAG with unit weights on all edges.
We study interestingness of features in a given single Mapper. A natural extension to consider would be to characterize the stability of the highly interesting features. Could we incorporate our interestingness scores into the mathematical machinery recently developed to obtain results on stability and statistical convergence of the 1-D Mapper [2, 3] ?
